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The principal foundation for the 4BR Consortium is the heartfelt
belief that the town of Bognor Regis can be restored to become
the prominent seaside town it once was, proud of its heritage
and an exemplar for future regeneration.
The 4BR founders are passionate locals who want to simply
make the most of this opportunity to create a catalytic change to
the key seaside asset in the belief that this first step, if correctly
delivered, will encourage other investment and regeneration of
the wider town.
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The Consortium have approached the opportunity from a
completely different angle than traditional development, one
that might simply cherry pick sites and work backwards from
a profit sheet, build simply and move on. The Consortium has
taken a longer view, a responsible view that seeks to create
a legacy for the town, one that the community can grow and
prosper alongside and one that the founders will be proud to
live with for generations to come.
THE PROFESSIONAL TEAM
The professional team supporting the founders are equally
passionate about the built environment, respecting and building
upon local heritage. The team are committed to creating a real
sense of place making and strengthening the town’s key assets
to encourage public participation for all.
Above all, the team want to create a strong basis for a
sustainable future - a future that respects and equally values
the environmental, social and economic strata of the town and
community.
The professional advisors supporting this vision are Juice
Architects and Vixcroft Ltd. with Randall Simmonds cost
advisors.
Juice Architects is a creative design consultancy with studios in
London where the most imaginative designers excel to deliver

outstanding projects with a total commitment to our clients.
We work across most sectors including hotel; culture; leisure;
retail; commercial office and residential from masterplaning
through detailed design and implementation. Our projects
include new build as well as the regeneration and renewal of
existing places.
The studio draws upon specialist knowledge in sustainability
to deliver exceptional projects within the built environment for
the benefit of our and future generations
We work collaboratively with all stakeholders and consultees
with full engagement throughout the planning process.
Paul Newman is the founder and Principal of Juice Architects
and has over 30 years of experience working on complex large
scale award winning projects. Paul has worked closely with
Daniel Carter, Chief Executive of Vixcroft for many years. They
worked together on the key heritage and regeneration project
in Coventry transforming the Lower Precinct into a nationally
recognised award winning scheme amongst other projects.
Vixcroft is a full capability real estate development company,
supported by alternative capital providers. The team work
in Association with Arrowcroft where they were responsible
for the regeneration of Liverpool’s formerly derelict Albert
Dock into the acclaimed mixed-use estate now designated
a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and the conservation led
transformation of the Lower Precinct, Coventry, into an award
winning retail destination.
Daniel Carter is a founding Director and Chief Executive of
Vixcroft. He is an enthusiast for town centres as a focus for their
communities, seeking to promote the quality and vitality of the
locations in which he is involved as places that support leisure,
retailing and commercial uses that are attractive and relevant
to the populace that they serve.

Creative and additional thinking on the regeneration of Bognor Regis

‘All with one thing in common, a passion for Bognor Regis and its future, for generations to come.’





2. THE VISION, MASTERPLANNING AND THE APPROACH
Being led by the founders and their passion to create a lasting
heritage the Regis Centre and the Hothamton Car Park sites
offer the opportunity to kick start the much needed regeneration
of the town and seaside asset.
We set out a vision for how the town can build on those assets,
both reflecting the heritage and looking to the future. We
indicate with outline masterplan the potential benefits accruing
from the investment including the area approximately defined
by the railway station to the north, the Pier to the south west
and Butlins to the east, as well as the key seascape itself.
The seafront is without doubt the key asset and it is important
that the threshold between land and sea is turned into an
everlasting opportunity and not just a place to stroll. Similarly
the public arena made up by the Place St Maur des Fosses and
the Regis Centre is an essential part of the public domain which
contributes to the vitality of this aspect. It is important that any
proposals coming forward enhance the public involvement and
form a lasting relationship to underscore the seafront asset and
its long term vitality.

Abstracted Reality - Steve Newton

By creating a cultural destination on the seafront which is linked
with attractive seaside leisure activities we believe Bognor
Regis can create a new focus for future prosperity and wellbeing, attracting both cultural and leisure tourism extending its
attraction throughout the year.



The Regis Centre site is therefore the immediate key contributor
to the redefinition of Bognor Regis for the 21st century,
celebrating its heritage whilst looking to the future. It should
therefore, by definition, be a key focus for the town and be an
attraction to visitors, new and old, throughout the year for the
town reinforcing its viability and vitality.
The re-invention and attraction of the seafront and the creation
of a cultural and leisure destination with the very public
involvement will reinforce the town immediately behind the
promenade a form a strong link running up towards the railway
station, reinforcing and enhancing the retail core of the town.
The Hothamton site is more part of the townscape fabric being
remote from the seafront although tenuously linked to the Pier
along the green space of Waterloo Gardens and the Bowling
Greens. It is an open site providing car parking for the town.
It can support a mixture of uses including residential, retail
or leisure which all befit its edge of town centre location. The
redevelopment of this site will support the eastern edge of the
town centre including the ‘old town’ and can contribute to a
link between the Pier and leisure gardens with the northern
area of the town centre including the Picturedrome and railway
station.



3. OPPORTUNITY - THE SEA FRONT
The seafront and weather are probably Bognor Regis’s greatest
assets. Our proposals therefore build on this aspect creating
a new focus along the Esplanade that enhances the threshold
between land and sea and develops the key asset into a unique
and attractive leisure destination.
The wider opportunity is to create a seafront that provides a
hub for water related activities to redefine the seafront.
The proposals include the creation of seawater rockpools
that refresh at each high tide and offer safe swimming and
exploration; simple sea defence outcrops form cusps and
tombolas that provide sandy beaches; a new reef offering
calmer water for family dingy sailing and the platform for a
marina linked back to land with the extension of the existing pier,
giving the pier a new dimension; a watersport facility adjacent
and potentially linked to Butlins with slipway for launching at all
tides; a underwater reef to create enhanced waves for surfing.





Running along the seafront and reaching back into the town
the Esplanade and Place St Maur des Fosses are integral
public spaces. Place St Maur des Fosses is the foreground
for the new Multi-Use Centre including the Alexandra Theatre,
community studios and Blake’s Gallery.




The public square connects directly with the rock pools and
promontory with a continuous surface acting as a threshold
between land and sea. With steps, grass banks and informal
seating the space acts as a canvas for public enjoyment, with
restaurants and a place for the market to co-exist adding to the
vitality of the space.
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Facing the Esplanade along the frontage of the Regis Centre
further restaurants with first floor mezzanines offer views of the
seascape and small business starter units and creative galleries
populate the street frontage screening the car park behind.
To the eastern part of the block residential apartments sit
above the car park as three wings orientated north to south.
This orientation offers all apartments sea views, breaks down
the massing of the development and optimises passive
environmental control and solar management.
Along the northern boundary the hotel faces Belmont Street
providing a strong active street scene whilst the existing
Council office remains on the corner with Clarence Road but
is enhanced with dedicated parking and hard landscape and a
link up to the raised garden over the main carpark.
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4. OPPORTUNITY - HOTHAMTON SITE
The Hothamton site is inland of the seafront and forms
part of the town centre. It is slightly on the western edge
of the town core and is close to the western residential
sector of the town. Its location suggests a function more
associated with the edge of the residential quarter and
the adjacent retail quarter and Old Town. A mixed-use
including an element of residential with either retail
or leisure would be appropriate both recognising the
adjacent residential quarter and supporting the existing
Retail Quarter and Old Town.
Two options have been put forward, one including
retail with residential and an alternative with retail and
leisure with some residential.
The first includes wrapping residential around the
outer edge of the carpark facing Steyne St and Canada
Grove shielding the car park behind and placing the
retail closer to Queensway with residential over, thus
forming an overlooked central area of parking and
landscape.
The second option includes retail and restaurants below
with a multi-plex cinema above. Parking is provided on
a deck screened from the road by landscape and retail
looks back over the ‘sunken gardens’ with a pavilion
restaurant under.

RETAIL AND RESIDENTIAL OPTION

LEISURE AND RESIDENTIAL OPTION

Entrances to the Multi-Use Centre, Community Studios,
Alexandra Theatre and Blake’s Gallery are from either end
of the square and a pedestrian ramp runs up the side of the
building affording a public viewing garden atop the building
looking out to sea and across the town. The square will be
a focus for public entertainment and support ‘pop-up’ music,
cinema, drama and other cultural and art interventions.
The Multi-Use Cultural Centre will be an adaptable space
providing facilities for community use, a 500 seat theatre format
and other smaller configurations including drama, music,
dance and art events.
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AFTER GLOW

APPENDIX A

“A stunning scheme on a beauƟful but challenging site... successfully navigated through
planning to commiƩee approval achieving a highly valuable asset.”
Toby Atkinson, Director Town & Beach
















HOTEL BLUEWATER, DARTFORD

THE BEACH, FOLKESTONE













As part of the regeneraƟon of Folkestone
this mixed use scheme creates a threshold
between sea and urban grain.
Taking full advantage of the marine
environment and southerly aspect the beach
is drawn up between the residenƟal wings
to create a unique place and complete
immersion in the seaside environment.

A boardwalk links the development of 600
apartments, hotel and leisure faciliƟes with
bars and restaurants to the town centre,
funicular railway, harbour and coastal path.
The scheme won full support and a detailed
town planning permission following
comprehensive public engagement and
extensive presentaƟon to all stake holders.

Achieving as a minimum BREEAM ‘Excellent’
and targeƟng ‘Outstanding’, this 110 bed
Ɵmber framed sustainable hotel for global
developer Lend Lease is part of the evoluƟon of Bluewater’s 1.67million square foot
retail and leisure desƟnaƟon, and follows the
opening of Glow, the new Events Venue in
2011.
The sensiƟve passive design uses natural
renewable materials signicantly reducing
the impact of the development on the

important local wet land environment
while managing solar gain, natural light and
venƟlaƟon.
CHP; renewable energy; geothermal; rain
water harvesƟng and reed bed ltraƟon
were evaluated to achieve the most eīecƟve
design. The hotel uƟlises pre-fabricated
techniques and incorporates an external
horizontal rail Ɵmber rain-screen that
reduces embodied energy and visually
reects its natural surroundings.


























































